ABSTRACT As the manufacturing industry is heading toward the fourth industrial revolution, smart manufacturing is born at the right moment. By integrating new information technologies, such as the Internet of Things, the cyber-physical system (CPS), big data, and artificial intelligence, smart manufacturing has endowed the factories and shop floors with much intelligence, which is characterized by the organic cooperation among workers, machines, unmanufactured products, and other physical assets. In this situation, endowing these smart physical assets with self-X intelligence and autonomy to make manufacturing resources allocation decisions autonomously has been a vital problem that needs prompt solutions. To solve this problem, this paper deals with training a reasonable knowledge model from the historical shop floor data using a hidden Markov model (HMM) theory. In this model, the unmanufactured product's machining feature/process flow is considered as an observation sequence and the corresponding smart manufacturing resources (SMRs) sequence is considered as a hidden state sequence. The solving method to train the HMM-based knowledge model for autonomous manufacturing resources allocation (A-MRA) is further described in a step-by-step manner. Thereafter, a demonstrative case is studied to verify the proposed model and method. First, 123 pairs of historical data (i.e., process flow and SMR sequence) are used to learn the HMM-based knowledge model and another 5 pairs of historical data are used to test the feasibility and accuracy of the proposed model. The results show that only three elements (total 5 × 9 elements) in the predicted SMR sequences are different from those in the historical SMR sequences, and the average vector angle between the five predicted and historical SMR sequences is 11.68 • , which is relatively low considering that only nine elements exists in each SMR sequence.
frequency identification (RFID) tags and embedded development boards (e.g. Raspberry Pi, ARM 11, STEM 32, BeagleBone Black). Therefore, they evolve into smart products (SPs) . The shop floors where SMRs manufacture SPs is then termed as smart shop floors (SSF). SPs and SMRs in an SSF are expected to interact with each other autonomously and make optimal production decisions collaboratively to accomplish the manufacturing tasks [2] , [3] . To better support it, various knowledge models and artificial intelligence tools should be developed in form of software applications or packages and then deployed in the SSF, such as ontology-based model to configure cutting-tools for complex manufacturing [4] , dynamic programming-based model to mine trajectories from uncertain sensor data [5] , elitist non-dominated sorting and support vector regression-based multi-objective optimization model for proactive scheduling [6] , hidden Markov models (HMM) and support vector model for intelligent online monitoring and diagnostic system [7] , and real-time hybrid simulation model to assess the performance of manufacturing machines and systems [8] .
As a kind of data-driven knowledge models, manufacturing resource allocation (MRA) model is of critical importance in the manufacturing industry, it determines the efficiency and flexibility of a shop floor and its production system. MRA is traditionally handled as an optimal planning problem, in which the manufacturing resources of a shop floor are manually arranged by the managers for the manufacturing tasks.
However, in smart manufacturing, due to the operational autonomy of SMRs and SPs, MRA problem will be solved by collaborative decision-making of SMRs, thus traditional MRA problem evolves into an autonomous MRA (i.e. A-MRA) problem. The difference between A-MRA and MRA exists in the decision-makers. Traditional MRA is arranged by the shop floor managers, while A-MRA is decided by SMRs and SPs themselves without or with very few manual interventions, considering their inherent self-X intelligence and autonomy capabilities [3] . Therefore, an A-MRA model, together with the operating logic of A-MRA, should be established to realize the autonomous manufacturing in an SSF.
In this paper, we focus on training a knowledge model for A-MRA from the historical data in the SSF. The step-by-step manufacturing of an SP by SMRs is viewed as a Markov process. SP's process flow is considered as an observation sequence, the corresponding SMR sequence to accomplish the process flow is considered as ahidden state sequence, and the mapping relations between observation sequence and hidden state sequence are assigned with different probabilities. On that basis, the hidden Markov model (HMM) theory can be applied to develop the knowledge model for solving the A-MRA problem. Firstly, the operating logic for A-MRA in an SSF is clarified and three kinds of specific problems in the A-MRA including scoring, matching, and training are discussed. Secondly, the training problem we focus on is formally described and modeled. Thirdly, the probability-based solving method and its procedures are discussed. The method firstly generates a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) modelλ, and then maximizes the expectation ofλ-related joint probability distribution to generate the final λ. Finally, a demonstrative case in an SSF producing shafts and flanges is studied to verify the proposed HMM-based knowledge model for A-MRA. In this case, 128 pairs of historical data are collected. The former 123 pairs of historical data are used to train the knowledge model and the last 5 pairs of historical data are used to verify it. The results show that the HMM-based knowledge model can predict optimal A-MRA solutions to process flows accurately. The application of the proposed model is a reflection of the self-X intelligencebased autonomous manufacturing in the SSF.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related work on the MRA and A-MRA problems. Section III clarifies the operating logic for A-MRA in the SSF and gives three kinds of specific problems in the A-MRA. Section IV formally describes the training problem of HMM-based knowledge model for A-MRA. Section V discusses the solving method for the HMM-based knowledge model. Section VI studies a case to verify the proposed model and method. Finally, Section VII and VIII give discussions and conclusion.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. TRADITIONAL MRA PROBLEM
To solve the traditional MRA problem, Dao et al. discussed an innovative model for resource scheduling in virtual computerintegrated manufacturing [9] , which integrated the manufacturing resources selection and the transportation scheduling as a dynamic optimization problem. Zhang et al. presented a new MRA method using an extended genetic algorithm (GA) to support the multi-objective decision-making optimization for supply chain deployment [10] . In the algorithm, a chromosome containing resource selection and resource sequencing information were designed. Lee et al. applied fuzzy logic and RFID technologies for handling imprecise information when making resource allocation plans and designed an RFID-based resource allocation system to better allocate the resources for garment manufacturing [11] . Zheng et al. proposed a hybrid energy-aware resource allocation approach to help requestors acquire energy-efficient and satisfied manufacturing services [12] . They proposed a local selection strategy based on fuzzy similarity degree to obtain appropriate candidates and used the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) to conduct the optimization process. Focusing on the manufacturing resource combinatorial optimization in cloud manufacturing, Wang et al. proposed a manufacturing resource selection strategy based on an improved distributed genetic algorithm [13] . Dealing with the aircraft structural parts manufacturing, Chu et al. proposed an MRA method with a knowledge-based fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of the capability of planners, the complexity of structural parts, the reliability of machine tools and cutting VOLUME 7, 2019 tools, and the correlations between manufacturing resources and structural parts [14] . Wu et al. presented a novel matrixbased Bayesian approach to recommend the optimal MRA plan with the largest probability by solving a multi-criteria decision-making problem that addressed not only the static manufacturing resource capabilities but also the statistical nature of manufacturing supply chain [15] . By feeding with the real-time availability and capabilities of machine tools, Mourtzis et al. researched a cloud-based adaptive process planning (a form of MRA) model using event-driven function blocks and a genetic algorithm [16] , which effectively tightens the loop of process planning and execution. Petrović et al. presented a chaotic particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to optimize a flexible process planning problem [17] , which considered the flexibility of machines, tools, tool access directions, processes, and sequences.
It can be seen from the above literature that traditional MRA has been widely researched as a combinatorial optimization problem solved by different black-box-type intelligent algorithms in a centralized and manual manner. Researchers considered different optimization objectives (e.g. cost, due date, environmental factors, worker competence) and different constraints (e.g. each machine can only handle one job at a time, machine's workload should not exceed its maximum) to reach an optimal MRA plan. However, little work considered the autonomous decision-making capability of manufacturing resources when dealing with the MRA problem. How to build a knowledge model to facilitate the autonomous MRA needs to be solved in the SSF. In Industry 4.0, the autonomy attribute and self-X intelligence of SMRs and SPs are emphasized during product manufacturing [18] . Therefore, traditional MRA problem evolves into A-MRA problem. To solve the A-MRA problem, new information technologies (new IT) such as multi-agent, CyberPhysical System (CPS), and Internet of Things (IoT), together with the advanced managerial methods such as game theory should be applied.
As the basis for A-MRA, communication, autonomous interaction, and collaborative operations control mechanisms are mainly explored in the previous studies. For example, Borangiu et al. discussed the distributed manufacturing control with extended contract net-based protocol (CNP) interactions [19] . The proposed method focused on the interactions between intelligent products and machines. Ding and Jiang proposed a kind of hardware-software-integrated mediator called S 2 ensors and discussed the corresponding production interaction mechanism for smart manufacturing [20] , [21] . Ye et al. explored the architecture for an industrial process control system using integrated AutomationML and OPC UA technologies to realize the seamless communication among production facilities and the efficient control of industrial processes [22] . Wollschlaeger et al. reviewed various methods, protocols, and tools for industrial communication in the era of IoT and industry 4.0 to exchange information about industrial processes in a timely, reliable, and possibly uniform way [23] .
Based on the autonomous communication among SMRs and SPs, A-MRA should be further researched to endow SMRs with the self-decision-making capability for resources allocation. Considering the A-MRA problem just comes into being along with the arising of smart manufacturing and Industry 4.0, there are only a few researches devoted to it. Zhang et al. discussed a game theory-based dynamic optimization model for real-time flexible job shop scheduling strategy and method, in their work each machine is considered as an active entity to autonomously bid for the manufacturing tasks by gaming with other machines [24] , [25] . Besides, they introduced multi-agent and CPS technologies to build smart machine agent model, self-organizing model, and self-adaptive model for intelligent shop floors to realize the autonomous production monitoring and adaptive exceptions response [26] . However, these work stood at the point of maintaining the stability and efficiency of production execution processes by applying the autonomy of SMRs to tackle the disturbances and exceptions with an event-driven manner, they did not suggest a global A-MRA solution at the initial time when SP product order was delivered to the SSF. To our knowledge, this problem is a vital basis for the subsequent autonomous production execution.
It can be seen from the above literature that it is of great significance to solve the A-MRA problem after autonomous communication has been realized in Industry 4.0. It can be viewed as a realization of endowing intelligence to the manufacturing resources in the SSF. Current researches lack reasonable approaches that can learn hidden information and rules from the historical data to build a knowledge model for initializing an A-MRA solution. This solution should be generated before SP is manufactured step-by-step according to its process flow.
III. THE OPERATING LOGIC FOR A-MRA IN THE SSF
In an SSF, the operating processes by which SMRs collaborate autonomously with each other to manufacture an SP can be considered as consisting of the following three steps:
(1) SP broadcasts its process flow information stored in the RFID tag, and SMRs identify it via radio frequency wireless communication with SP;
(2) SMRs interact with each other autonomously and invoke a knowledge model to generate an optimal A-MRA solution based on the SP's manufacturing requirements and the real-time data of SSF; (3) SMRs extract their separate tasks from the generated optimal A-MRA plan and execute them to produce the SP with a good performance.
In step (1), the machining features and process flow of SP are stored in the active RFID tag, which can be accessed by SMRs through wireless communication. Thereafter, in step (2), SMRs interact with each other and decide an A-MRA solution according to the knowledge model and the real-time data and status of SSF. In step (3), each relevant SMR will perform its duty of process handling at the right time in a right way according to the preset A-MRA solution, until all the processes of SP are accomplished consecutively. During step (3), if production exceptions or disturbances occur, SMRs will immediately collect relevant data, interact with relevant SMRs, and invoke the disturbance/exception handling model to generate a rapid-responsive production adjustment solution. Some related work has been devoted to it. For example, Wang et al. applied the multi-agent technology to model the manufacturing resources as agents and build a real-time scheduling architecture for an Internet of Things (IoT)-based flexible job shop. They imported a bargaining-game-based negotiation mechanism to coordinate the agents to schedule the production plans dynamically [25] . This work focuses on the real-time event-triggered production adjustment in the production operations execution phase. Although it can respond rapidly to the exceptions or disturbances, it lacks an initial global planning solution of A-MRA during the production planning stage that will provide references to the subsequent real-time production adjustment schemes.
Dealing with the former two steps, a global A-MRA solution for an SP's process flow should be initialized by using a knowledge model. In this paper, hidden Markov model (HMM) is introduced to train the knowledge model for A-MRA. As a dual random process, HMM has two kinds of stochastic variable, namely hidden state and observation vector. The hidden state sequence is unobservable but can be estimated by the observation sequence [27] . HMM has been widely applied in speech recognition [27] , home appliance modeling [28] , vehicle route prediction [29] , individual mobility prediction [30] , default diagnosis [31] , [32] , human-robot collaboration [33] , and so on. Analogically, SP's machining feature/process flow is viewed as an observation sequence, the corresponding SMR sequence is viewed as a hidden state sequence, and the SP's autonomous manufacturing process is viewed as a Markov process considering the autonomy of SMRs and SPs. On that basis, three main problems to be solved in the A-MRA are decomposed according to step (2) and (3): (1) Scoring problem: This problem is to evaluate whether an A-MRA solution for the SP's process flow will work with a good performance given the HMM-based knowledge model;
(2) Matching problem: This problem is to generate a most likely A-MRA solution to a certain SP's process flow given the HMM-based knowledge model for A-MRA; (3) Training problem: This problem is to learn the best set of probabilistic parameters to build a reasonable HMM-based knowledge model for A-MRA, given a set of SP's process flows and the corresponding A-MRA solutions in the historical data.
In this paper, we focus on the third problem because it is the basis for the former two problems. Next Section will introduce the formalization of the HMM-based knowledge model training problem.
IV. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
As shown in Fig. 1 , imagine an SSF has a set of SMRs Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q N } producing SPs (shaft and flange) with the machining feature/process set V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v M }, where N and M represent the numbers of SMRs and machining features/processes, respectively. Considering the differences in manufacturing capability and capacity, different SMRs can handle different kinds of machining features. For example, a CNC turning machine can handle the cylindrical surfaces and the threads of shafts, while a CNC milling machine can handle the key slots of shafts. For a period of time, SSF has accomplished a set of product orders as
(1)
Each order is mapped into a process flow (i.e. observation sequence). For the h-th order, the corresponding process flow is described as
where T h means the amount of machining features/ processes of the h-th SP.
Given that the process flow of each product order (predetermined by process planning) has been observed, the most likely SMR sequence (i.e. A-MRA solution) that could have produced it should be excavated for instructing the production execution process. Therefore, a knowledge model needs to be learned from the historical data.
During the process flow, the h-th SP will be produced stepby-step and feature-by-feature by one SMR to another in the SSF. An A-MRA solution is generated in correspondence to the process flow O (h) as follows:
Summarize the A-MRA solutions into I = I (1) , I (2) , . . . , I (H ) and combine it with the process flow O = O (1) , O (2) , . . . , O (H ) , then the historical data pairs can be described as
Based on the above historical data pairs, how to train a reasonable and accurate knowledge model for generating most likely A-MRA solutions to manufacturing orders needs to be solved. According to the standard type of HMM theory described in [27] , two assumptions should be made before formalizing the training problem. In the assumptions, SMR i (h) t is a hidden variable, machining feature/process o (h) t is an observation variable.
(1) The conditional probability distribution of the hidden variable i 
It means that which SMR will undertake the process o (2) The conditional probability distribution of the obser-
depends only on the value of the hidden variable i
It means that which feature/process of the h-th SP will be manufactured at time t only depends on the SMR i
On that basis, the transition probability of the h-th SP flowing from one SMR to another is defined as a N ×N matrix as
where a ij describes the probability that the h-th SP is transmitted to SMR q j for manufacturing at time t + 1 on the prerequisite that it has been processed by SMR q i at time t. The transition probability controls the way SMR q j (i.e. hidden state) is chosen at time t + 1 given the last SMR q i has been chosen at time t. For each of the N possible SMRs, there is a set of emission probabilities governing the probabilistic distribution of the execution of the machining features/processes at a particular time given a certain SMR at that time. The emission probability of SMRs executing different machining features/processes is defined as a N × M matrix as
where b ik describes how likely the k-th machining feature/process v k of the h-th SP is executed at time t given that SMR q i is selected for service at that time. Besides, the probability that the first machining feature/process of the h-th SP is processed by different SMRs is initialized as a 1 × N matrix as π = π j 1×N (11) where π j describes the probability that the first machining feature/process of the h-th SP is processed by SMR q j at time t = 1, thus it has N j=1 π j = 1. Based on the above definitions, HMM can be introduced to formulate the knowledge model as Note that Eqs. (5) ∼ (12) are achieved by endowing the standard equations of HMM theory described in [27] with the problem-specific meanings for A-MRA.
Therefore, the training problem of knowledge model for A-MRA can be deduced as: with the known SP's process flow O (h+1) , how to learn an optimal HMM-based knowledge model λ from the historical data pairs O I , with the objective of maximizing the probability P O (h) |λ .
After solving the training problem, the matching problem can be further solved by using Viterbi algorithm [34] , which will generate a most likely A-MRA solution to a new process flow based on the trained knowledge model.
V. THE SOLVING METHOD
Because the corresponding A-MRA solution to the process flow O (h) is unknown (viewed as hidden state chain), according to the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [35] , the training problem can be deduced as learning an optimal HMM-based knowledge model λ to maximize the expectation of the marginal probability distribution of P (O, I |λ) to P I |O,λ , i.e.
whereλ = {Â,B,π } is the estimation of λ, and its elementŝ A,B, andπ can be estimated respectively by using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method to handle the input historical data pairs O I . The flow chart of the solving method is illustrated in Fig. 3 . 
A. ESTIMATION OF A
Count the number of times that SP transmits from SMR q i to SMR q j in the historical data pairs and set it as A ij , then the estimation of A can be described aŝ
B. ESTIMATION OF B
Count the number of times that SMR q i undertakes the machining feature v k in the historical data pairs and set it as B ik , then the estimation of B can be described aŝ
Count the number of times that the first process is undertaken by SMR q i and set it as π i , then the estimation of π can be described asπ
D. DEDUCTING THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Furthermore, takeλ = {Â,B,π } as the input to calculate the optimal λ with the objective of maximizing the E. P I |O,λ in Eq. (13), can be deduced as
where P O|λ is a constraint and can be ignored. Therefore, Eq. (13) can be further deduced into
where the joint probability P (O, I |λ) can be deduced as
On that basis, eq. (18) can be further deduced as
Obviously, we can maximize the above three parts ln π i
, and
, respectively, to maximize the E.
E. ITERATIVE CALCULATION OF π i , a ij , AND b ij
To maximize the first part ln π i
, it has
Because N i=1 π i = 1, the Lagrangian multiplier γ is introduced to deduce eq. (21) as
Calculate the derivation with respect to π i and set its value as 0, i.e.
Further,
The optimal π i can be reached as
For the other two parts to be maximized, they have similar constraints part. Therefore, the Lagrangian multiplier γ is also introduced to deduce eq. (20) . (27) where γ (h) t (i) is the probability that the h-th SP is processed by SMR q i at time t with the givenλ and O (h) , i.e.
and ξ (h)
is the joint probability that the h-th SP is processed by SMR q j at time t+1 on the prerequisite that it is processed by SMR q i at time t with the givenλ and O (h) , i.e.
In Eqs. t (i) represent the forward probability and backward probability respectively, i.e.
The initial value of α (h)
On that basis, the optimal A and B can be achieved and the HMM-based knowledge model is trained as λ = (π, A, B) .
VI. CASE STUDY
Take the SSF of a manufacturing enterprise as an example. This SSF manufactures the shaft-type and flange-type parts with 10 kinds of machining features/processes V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 10 }. There are 8 machine tools (i.e. SMRs) available in this SSF, i.e. Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q 8 }. The layout of this SSF is described in Fig. 4 . The detailed information and the numbering of SMRs and machining features are listed in Table 1 and 2. There are 128 historical product orders with 128 machining feature/process flows that have been finished in this SSF, which means 128 sets of historical data containing data pairs O (h) I (h) have been collected. Normally, SMRs in this SSF will collaborate with each other to initialize an A-MRA solution for a new coming SP product order. Afterward, during the SP production phase, real-time data will be gathered by RFID/IoT/sensor network for state monitoring and rapid response (e.g. A-MRA adjustment), in case that any disturbances or exceptions will happen. The purpose of this case is to learn a reasonable HMM-based knowledge model from the historical data to predict A-MRA solutions for new SPs and to validate the prediction accuracy of the proposed model.
In this case, the former 123 historical data pairs are used as the training data to train the HMM-based knowledge model and the last 5 data pairs are used as the validation data to verify the trained model. That means the process flows of the last 5 data pairs are viewed as the known data and they are input into the HMM-based knowledge model to predict the A-MRA solutions. The predicted A-MRA solutions are further compared with the historical A-MRA solutions in the last 5 data pairs to verify the feasibility and accuracy of the proposed model.
TABLE 3. Historical data pairs of O (h)
I (h) .
The 123 historical data pairs are partially listed in Table 3 , and the last 5 SP's process flows are listed as follows:
( According to Table 2 , the last 5 process flows can be described as a matrix: With the HMM-based knowledge model λ = {A, B, π}, we apply Viterbi algorithm [34] to predict the most likely A-MRA solutions to the last 5 process flows, and then compare the 5 predicted A-MRA solutions with the 5 historical A-MRA solutions to judge whether the predicted ones are highly in accordance with the historical ones.
The predicted A-MRA solutions to the given O (124) ∼ O (128) are given in Table 4 . To judge the prediction accuracy of the proposed knowledge model, the differences between the predicted A-MRA solutions I (124) ∼ I (128) and the given I (124) ∼ I (128) in the historical data pairs are calculated by using the vector angle method. In this method, I (h) and I (h) (h = 124, 125, . . . , 128) are viewed as two vectors, and then
Th ) 1×Th , where for each j, ni (h) j = 1. Thereafter, I (h) is normalized into NI (h) by assigning value 0 to each element of I (h) if the element is different from the corresponding element in I (h) , i.e. 
where D (h) is the vector angle between the given I (h) and the predicted A-MRA solution I (h) of the h-th validation data pair, Sum is the total number of validation data set. In this case, Sum = 5 and the results of D (h) are listed in the fifth column in Table 4 . From the results above, it can be seen that the 124 th , 125 th , and 126 th predicted A-MRA solution I (h) are in minor difference with the given I (h) in the historical data pairs. For each of them, only one element is different. For example, only the 5 th element in the 124 th predicted I (h) is different from the 124 th given I (h) , thus the vector angle between I (h) and I (h) is 19.47 • . Totally, the average vector angle of the 5 validation data pairs is 11.68 • , which is relatively small. Therefore, it can be judged from the results that the proposed HMM-based model is feasible and accurate to predict A-MRA solutions for new SP's process flows.
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed model, the computation complexity is analyzed. According to the flow chart of solving method described in Figure 3 , we run 47374 VOLUME 7, 2019 the model training process and the A-MRA prediction process in Matlab R2010a software on a computer with Intel Core i5-7600 2.80GHz and 8GB RAM. In the model training phase, the MLE method is applied due to the computing complexity of MLE is lower than the Bayesian estimation method. The reason is that MLE only needs some simple differential operations while the Bayesian estimation method needs complex multiple integration operations. The solving method and algorithm in this case are experimented for 10 times, the average time to reach the final values of the model parameters A, B, and π is 93.55 ms. In the A-MRA prediction phase, Viterbi algorithm is invoked to predict 5 cor- From the computing results, we can reach a conclusion that the efficiency of the proposed model acceptable under our computing environment. Considering the proposed model will be deployed on embedded devices bound with SMRs, such as Raspberry Pi, STEM 32, ARM 11, and BeagleBone Black. Different embedded devices may have different embedded systems and RAM storage capacity, which will make much difference in handling the model training and the A-MRA prediction processes. Due to the requirement of physical deployment, the computation time of each embedded device to run the proposed model will be evaluated in our future work, based on which we can choose a better kind of embedded devices for the physical configuration of the real SSF.
In all, the training of the proposed model is of efficiency, and the model is feasible to predict accurate A-MRA solutions to new SP's process flows.
VII. DISCUSSIONS A. MODEL ANALYSIS
The standpoint of this paper is that SMRs and SPs in the SSF are viewed as smart agents that can organize manufacturing tasks and make optimal production plans autonomously and collaboratively without or with as fewer as possible manual interventions. On that basis, HMM is introduced to build a knowledge model for A-MRA, in which SP's manufacturing process in the SSF is considered as a Markov process, SP's machining feature/process flow as an observation sequence, and the corresponding SMR sequence as a hidden state sequence. Based on the historical data of a set of SMR sequences and product orders' process flows, the parameters of the HMM-based knowledge model are learned. Therefore, SMRs can invoke this knowledge model to initialize a most-likely SMR sequence for a new product order. It can be summarized that the proposed HMM-based knowledge model has two main features:
(1) Autonomous feature. This feature lies in the autonomy of SMRs and the model itself. On the one hand, the HMMbased knowledge model is trained for SMRs in the SSF to autonomously initialize an A-MRA solution (i.e. process flow) for a new SP product order. On the other hand, the proposed model can evolve autonomously in a fixed time or in an event-triggered way. Considering the SSF production status is real-time changing, the model will be continuously trained and evolved to adapt to the new situations in the SSF. For example, if an SMR always suffers from time lags when executing a common manufacturing process in a time period, this situation will be recorded by RFID communication and reflected in the final process flow data. Then, next time the model is trained for updating, the emission probability that this SMR executes the above manufacturing processes will be trained as a lower value. The autonomous feature of the proposed model makes it always staying in the current version to support A-MRA.
(2) Dynamic feature. This feature explains why the proposed model can handle the dynamic conditions in the SSF. Different dynamic conditions will generate different events, e.g. machine breakdown event, order time lag event, tool lack event, etc. on the one hand, due to the proposed model can predict a series of A-MRA solutions in the order of high probability to low probability. If a dynamic event occurs in the highest-probability A-MRA solution, this A-MRA solution will be reappraised to consider whether it is still of high-probability or not. If not, the next highest-probability A-MRA solution will be selected to take over the former one to execute the manufacturing tasks. On the other hand, as described in the autonomous feature, the proposed model can autonomously evolve in an event-triggered way, which means the transition and emission probabilities of the proposed model can be adjusted properly according to some preset event handling rules and principles. In this way, the dynamic conditions can also be properly handled to keep the SSF running smoothly.
B. COMPARISONS
The above features indicate the differences between our model with those in other studies. For example, a dynamic optimization model for flexible job shop scheduling based on game theory (DOM-FJSS) [24] views each machine in the job shop as an active entity to request the processing tasks. The processing tasks will be assigned to the optimal machines according to their real-time status by using game theory. This model just considers the real-time status of machines but does not make full use of the valuable engineered information hidden inside the historical data of the SSF. Thus, the machine allocation may sometimes not suitable, and the machines may work in low efficiency due to the assignment of unfamiliar tasks. Another example is described in [36] , where three types of hyper-heuristic coevolution methods are adopted to train the evolved scheduling strategies of machine assignment rules and job sequencing rules for multi-objective dynamic flexible job-shop scheduling problem (MO-DFJSP). The training process is executed offline and without manual operations, while the scheduling is executed online to react to disruptions, triggered by the real-time data. Compared with the above and other main studies, which all stand at the viewpoint of real-time job shop scheduling in the production execution stage, our model stands at the viewpoint of learning continuously a knowledge model from the historical data for autonomous allocation of SMRs in the production planning stage. The A-MRA solutions generated from our model can be viewed as the preliminary for the scheduling in [24] , [35] . But commonly, they all strengthen the autonomy and selflearning attributes of shop floors (or job shops) in the era of Industry 4.0.
C. MODEL ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Furthermore, two advantages and one disadvantage of the proposed model are analyzed as follows:
(1) The proposed knowledge model learns much hidden information from the historical data, such as which SMR always accomplishes a certain machining feature, and which logistic trajectory from one SMR to another SMR frequently occurs. Therefore, the knowledge model can reflect the basic operation statuses of the SSF.
(2) The proposed knowledge model can accurately predict the most likely SMR sequence (i.e. A-MRA solution) for a new SP's process flow when the SP enters the SSF. This A-MRA solution can be considered as the initialization of the SP's process planning. It can be adjusted dynamically during the actual production phase.
(3) The proposed knowledge model highly relies on the mass and reasonable historical data gathered from SSF. Considering the autonomy of SMRs, unreasonable or in-optimal historical data may exist, so the knowledge model may predict a wrong A-MRA solution. This is the disadvantage of the proposed model. Besides, if the historical data is not enough, the stability and robustness of the proposed model can be relatively bad, which will generate unreasonable A-MRA solutions. This disadvantage needs to be explored and handled in our future work.
D. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The realization of smart manufacturing in the SSF relies on the self-intelligence and autonomy of SMRs. With the HMMbased knowledge model, many managerial implications on the process planning for autonomous manufacturing can be achieved. Two of them are listed as follows:
(1) Except for the SMR sequence, the logistic trajectories of unmanufactured SPs can also be revealed because the state transition from one process to another process can be mapped into a logistic trajectory. By calculating the frequency of the logistic trajectories, the SSF layout can be optimized. The trajectory with a high frequency means the SP always travel between the two SMRs. Thus, they should be configured with priority in a short distance for convenient SP transportation. While the trajectory with a low frequency needs little layout optimization.
(2) Based on the historical data and the proposed knowledge model, the process planning modules (i.e. various combination of process module and SMR sequence module) can be revealed for better decision-making. They are helpful for deciding the SP's process flow before the SP enters the SSF.
In all, the proposed knowledge model is trained from the historical data and meanwhile, it helps to reveal the hidden information for the SMR-centric production control and management of SSF. The SSF managers should focus on the detailed discovery and implementation of these managerial implications.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In the era of Industry 4.0, manufacturing resources should be endowed with self-X intelligence and autonomy to realize smart manufacturing, especially for those in the SSFs. The self-X intelligence and autonomy of SMRs are enabled by the installed smart mobile devices together with the various embedded data-driven knowledge models. This paper focuses on training a hidden Markov model (HMM)-based knowledge model from the historical data for SMRs to allocate themselves autonomously for manufacturing tasks. The model training problem is firstly formalized and modeled, and the solving method to the problem is further described in a step-by-step manner. A demonstrative case is studied to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the HMM-based knowledge model and method. The results show that the proposed model can accurately predict the A-MRA solutions to the coming product orders. Consider the dynamics of the SSF, how to improve the HMM-based knowledge model to adapt to the real-time manufacturing task adjustment and disturbances will be researched in our future work. Besides, only 128 historical data pairs of two kinds of SPs are considered in the demonstrative case, more historical data of more kinds of SPs should be considered to verify the scalability and effectiveness of the proposed model and method. The realization of the real-time communication protocols and the multi-role negotiation mechanisms among SMRs and SPs for collaborative production decision-making should also be studied in our future work.
